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News 6

Be in the know with all the latest hard and software news
and views.

Gallup Poll 14

Software bestsellers.

Soft Sector 16

Gremlins, Kissin’Kousins, Sub Strike. The best of the

bunch this month.

Edsoft 30

Storm’s Flightpath and Garland’s Make Sam Smile

among others.

Making the Most ofBASIC 50

Concatenating and extracting strings for beginners.

Random Access 53

More words of wisdom from our disc wizard.

Down to Business 54

The BBC paying its way. Complete look at Payroll by
computer.

Software Reviews 62

Latest BBC and Electron releases assessed by the A (&B)
team.

Bookshelf 82

Acorn related matters on the page.

A&B Computing is constantly on the look-out for well-written

articles and programs for publication. If you feel that your efforts

meet our standards, please feel free to submit your work to us

for consideration for publication

All submitted material should be printed or typed, double

spaced. Any programs submitted should be listed (55 character

width emphasised if possible) . A cassette of the program alone

will not be considered. All programs must come complete with a

full explanation of the operation, and where relevant, the struc-

ture. We also require the program in machine readable form

(cassette. 40 track 5V*'

,

or 3” disc) plus any suitable screen

photographs, printer dumps and so on.

All submissions will be acknowledged and the copyright in

such works which will pass to Argus Specialist Publications

Limited will be paid for at competitive rates. All work for con-

s deration should be sent to the Editor at our Golden Square

address.
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Mailsort 99

Reader feedback.

Making the Most ofAssembler 103

Snazzy graphics on the interrupt.

Software Listings 112

Comprehensive software catalogue with the opportunity to

win Robico’s Island of Xaan and club membership.

Back issues 126
From October 1984.

FEATURES

BBC PLUS 12

A Brand spanking new version of the BBC Micro.

Graduate with Honours 18

First part of a complete look at Torch’s IBM compatible

BBC upgrade.

Making the Most ofPascal 24

An appreciation of Acornsoft’s ISO Pascal with program
examples.

Biogram 28

Synergy Software’s answer for those who want to relax.

When inRome 36

Deciphering ancient numbers for a modern machine.

Another Plus forthe Electron 38

The consumer’s guide to the Electron Plus 3 in action.
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Caps LockREM 48

A practical mnemonic for programmers.

Itchy Fingers 60
Useful advice on mastering the basics of programming.

GlobalView 70

Create graphical representations of planet earth with our
stunning cover feature.

Software Sale 75

Going East 42

Inscrutable review of the far eastern favourite game.

Mikefax 46
Prestel emulation for Econets.

Cumana Connection 66

The alternative disc interface for the Electron, double
density, battery backed up RAM and more.

Electron Bible 81

An excellent guide to the Electron and a pointer to the

future of this machine.

Printer Protocol 109

Low level advice for printer users.

Easy access to the best ofA&B software, plus an amazing
offer to computer musicians. Music 500 on the cheap!

Program Packing 88
Sound advice on squeezing your BASIC programs into the

available memoryspace results in an educational program
for all.

Walk the Plank 92

Estimating distances, calculating risks, fun for kids.

Qman 95
A hopping and bouncing extravaganza for fans of the

classic game.

From Here to Eternity 101

Relocation of software made simple.

NEXT MONTH
Don’t miss Xanadu, the first

adventure to be born within

Adventurescape, the adventure

generator listed in our July issue.

It’s a fascinating chalienge.and, if

you choose to imagine, design and
produce your own adventure you
could win an Electron as well as

being honoured within our pages.

Dragonsworld will win you over,

Touchtech, the touchscreen, will

demand your interest and Feed-

back will keep you informed.

Down to Earth is an equally

inspiring follow up to Global View
and there is a whole host of

reviews, of hardware, firmware

and software. Don’t miss it.
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